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Maps can help us navigate places, people, and ideas.
To help you become a Cartographer, our PAS artists have shared a series
of prompts for creating an imaginary map. This map can lead you on an adventure
to understanding where you are right now, and where you might want to go.
Follow each prompt to take you and your family on an imaginative journey.

Find a stone.
Hold the stone.
Think about what you want to let go of
and no longer want hold on to.
Bury the stone.
Shivanjani Lal

Use your finger or your mind to draw
a line from one cloud to another.
Draw another line from the clouds to your body.
What shape is the line?
Sofiyah Ruqayah

Remember a plant you like,
draw it on a large piece of paper.
Ask a friend to draw a plant that they like.
Ask your friend to ask another friend
of theirs to do the same.
Continue this process
to create a chain of plants.
Tully Arnot

Create a map of where you live.
Hunt around your home to find the sun’s
position and other key landmarks.
Add them into your map to create
more accuracy.
Dacchi Dang

Find somewhere you feel safe.
Close your eyes and listen.
What can you hear that is here?
What can you hear that is not here?
Cindy Chen

Space heals the body and food nourishes the soul.
What was the last thing you remember tasting?
Can you think of another time you tasted that flavour?
Where were you?
Gillian Kayrooz

Pour a cup of water on to the floor outside.
Trace the shape of the puddle and give it a name.
If this shape could talk, what would it say?
Justine Youssef

Carry a framed mirror facing upwards
pressed against your chest.
Looking only down into the mirror, walk from
your bedroom to bathroom. Don’t peek.
Yana Taylor

